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GO farther: commuter life
getting easier in Toronto
Lifestyle options. Urban
professionals who still
wish to maintain their
downtown careers are
seeking more aﬀordable
options elsewhere
around the Golden
Horseshoe

Legal Matters

House defects
at the 11th hour
I am selling my home
privately and we signed
an agreement in May
that had, as a condition,
a home inspection. We
are scheduled to close at
the end of this month and
today received a request to
repair a number of defects
that were set out in the
home inspection. We were
not made aware of any of
these when the house was
inspected in May and don’t
think we should have to
repair them a couple of
days before we close.
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Whether it’s traffic congestion, the land transfer tax
or the high cost of housing,
more and more people are
looking to make the move
away from Toronto.
With the GO train service, VIA rail, new regional
transit ways and subway
extensions, commuters are
deciding to leave the car at
home.
The city of Burlington
has become an urban centre
in its own right.
Adi Development’s new
Mod’rn Condos plans to
serve the needs of both local workers and Toronto
commuters.
According to president
and CEO, Tariq Adi, “I know
people that are of my demographic, between the age
of 30 to 45 let’s say, that
do work in Toronto and do
want to maintain that sort
of cozy city feeling. They
still want to have an urban
type of lifestyle and they
would choose to live in Burlington but still use the GO
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train.”
North of Toronto, the
city of Barrie introduced
the Alandale Waterfront GO
station in January of this
year.
This is Barrie’s second
GO station and will serve
the city centre.
According to architect
Roland Rom Colthoff of
RAW Design, “There’s not
a lot of lakefront left in Toronto that’s affordable, but
you can be on the lake in
Barrie and then just take
the GO train.”
Colthoff is a principal
in the design of Citycore’s
Harmony Village project on
Lake Simcoe, which is close
to the new GO station and
only about an hour commute into Toronto.
“The idea is that hopeful-

ly the people moving here
are going to be more transit-oriented than is traditional for Barrie,” he says.
“We’re trying to promote
reduced automobile usage.”
And big changes are
underway in the city of
Vaughan.
The subway is being extended from Toronto into
York Region and the Viva
Next program will see a rapid transit way along Highway 7 with two dedicated
bus lanes which will span
the distance between Markham and Brampton.
The Cortel Group is developing the Expo City
project, the first mixed-use
residential
development
in what’s being called the
Vaughan Metropolitan Centre.

Vaughan Metropolitan Centre

The Cortel Group is developing the Expo City
project, the ﬁrst mixed-use
residential development
in what’s being called the
Vaughan Metropolitan
Centre.
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Peter Cortellucci, vice-president of
the Corel Group, which is building
Expo City at the new Vaughan
Metropolitan Centre.
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Typically, when a condition
is included in an agreement
of purchase and sale, there
is a date by which the condition must be waived in
writing or the deal is null
and void.
It is not clear from your
question if this waiver was
obtained. If it was then you
can refuse to address these
issues. More importantly,
if the condition was not
waived but the date for so
doing has passed, then technically, the deal is null and
void. If the title requisition
date has come and gone
and the problems were not
included in the purchaser’s
letter to your lawyer, you
may have a good case for
refusing to address these
issues at the 11th hour.
Or perhaps you want to
consider calling off the deal
and looking for another buyer.
Follow Jeff Cowan on
Twitter @Cowan_Law or on
the website at cowanlaw.ca
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Get a dedicated agent to help you throughout the moving process.
We help move your services to your new home.
5 Free for new and existing customers.
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Call 1 855 226-8014 Click rogers.com/moving Visit your local Rogers retail store
© 2013 Rogers Communications.
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Rogers Concierge takes the hassle out of moving.

